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 Background: Among various compression algorithms embedded coding with 

optimized truncation (EBCOT) and Set partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) are 

optimal in reducing the inter sub band redundancy and Arithmetic coder in SPHIT 
encodes the significant pixels of wavelet coefficient as trees. This paper has 

implemented an efficient data path for DWT and arithmetic coders in SPHIT. The 
proposed hardware has lesser power consumption than existing system. The 

architecture was realized using Spartan device with Xilinx Project Navigator 8.1i. The 

power consumed by this design is 40mw compared to the 42mw in the existing system. 
Instead of carry look ahead adders carry select adders are used to improve the 

processing speed. The proposed hardware has lesser power consumption than existing 

system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

  

 Of all the image processing applications, the most widely used one is image compression; it is of paramount 

importance for multimedia communications, for caching documents, graphics and video for applications like 

internet, mobile medical imaging, digital libraries etc. Compression reduces the need of the channel bandwidth 

and greater throughput. Much effort has been taken to realize the hardware to suit the requirements of 

applications real time and online sometimes. Software routines to implement certain tasks suffer from 

performance shortcomings though they accommodate design updations and scalability. Work done on 

compression of NASA images by Thomas. W. Fry et al (2005) states that FPGA based implementations have 

much more fast processing speed than a microprocessor solution. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

JPEG 2000: 

 By Shannon’s (1948) theorem, in source coding asymptotically optimal performance can be got by coding 

vectors instead of scalar. In still Image compression standard JPEG 2000 , in order to get highest energy 

compaction, DWT – Lifting scheme is applied, then either scalar quantization or vector quantization is followed 

and lastly entropy coding using embedded coding (EBCOT) is done. Other codecs like EZW, SPIHT, SPECK 

may also be used. 

 Transformation: The discrete wavelet transform cuts the image into blocks of say, 64 pixels (8 × 8) and 

processes each block independently, shifting and simplifying the colours so that there is less information to 

encode. 

 

 
 

Fig.1: Encoder of JPEG 2000. 
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 Quantization: The values in each block are then divided by a quantization coefficient. This is the 

compression step where information loss occurs. Pixels are changed only in relation to the other pixels within 

their block. 

 Encoding: The reduced coefficients are then encoded using various encoding techniques such as entropy 

encoding, run length coding and arithmetic coding. 

 During the reverse process at the receiver a decoder, inverse transform are followed to reconstruct the 

image data. For still image compression, JPEG 2000 is currently popular due to its region of interest processing, 

scalability error resilience. Other advantages due to DWT are variable rate storage and retrieval, progressive 

transmission, SNR scalability and resolution scalability. From recommendations of O.Srinivasa Rao and 

S.Pallam shetty (2011) entropy coding by EBCOT and SPIHT is better than other methods because whole input 

stream is encoded as one code after sequential check of all input symbols. 

 

Performance Measures: 

To quantify and qualify the compression process measures used are as follows: 

 Compression ratio = (original size of file)/compressed size 

 Processing speed = compression time for symbols = compression time of whole file /no. of symbols in 

original file. 

 Entropy = Compression size (bits)/no.of symbols in original file  

 

Discrete Wavelet Transform:  

 Discrete Wavelet Transform is the multi resolution analysis of input into constituent sub band progressively 

coarser in resolution using High pass filter and low pass filter in a recursive pyramid like structure as formulated 

by Mallat (1989). 

 Input image is divided into two sub bands- low and high by filtering along rows. Repeating the same on the 

output along columns gives low-low (approx), low-high (vertical), high-low(horizontal) and high-high sub 

bands (diagonal). More sub bands are got by repeating row and column filtering the low-low sub bands. Because 

of its time - frequency resolution DWT is superior to other transforms like Discrete cosine Transform. Using 

shifted and translated wavelets, any irregular, non stationary real time signal’s frequency components may be 

analyzed without losing time information.  

 DWT is implemented in two ways: (i) convolution using FIR tap method (ii) Lifting Wavelet Transform 

(LWT). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Analysis Filter of DWT. 

 

 Compared with Convolution process, lifting scheme has several advantages like in-place computation, 

lesser computational complexity etc.This scheme as formulated by Wim sweldon (1998) transforms the poly 

phase matrix representing the low pass filter (H(z)) and High pass filter (G(z)) as a sequence of upper and lower 

triangular matrices in alternate order. Analysis filters: 

H(z) = He(Z
2
) +Z

-1
H0(z

2
) 

G(z)= Ge(Z
2
) +Z

-1
G0(z

2
)          (1) 

 as P(z)=  =       (2) 

 where He, Ge, Ho Go are called Laurentz polynomials. These polynomials represent one step of predict and 

update stages of loss less 5/3 filters and 2 steps for lossy 9/7 filters. 
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Fig. 3: Hierarchical interconnection for multi - level, 2 - Dimension DWT. 

 

9/7 filters and 5/3 filters: 

 Lifting steps are: 1) Splitting step: 

 dio = X 2i+1 ;  

 sio = X2i ;           (3) 

 2) Lifting step: (First Lifting Step) :  (predictor) 

  (updater)  

 (Second Lifting Step):  (predictor)  

            (4) 

 3) Scaling step:    

            (5) 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Lifting Scheme. 

 

 According to Bing Fei Wu and Chung-Fu Liu (2005), the constants of alpha, beta, gamma, delta are given 

below 

α= -1.586134342 ;β= -0.052980118 ;γ= 0.882911075 ;δ=0.413506852 

 
Table 1: Lifting coefficients and binary value. 

Forward 
Coefficients 

Values Binary value 
(12 bits) 

Inverse coefficients Values 

β -0.052978515625 .000011011001 K2
-1 0.812744140625 

βα 0.083984375 .000101011000 (γK1
-1)>>1 0.54296875 

(δ/ β)>>1 * -4.185546875 100.001011111 ( γδ )>>1 0.195556640625 

( γδ )>>1 0.195556640625 .001100100001 (α/ γ)>>1 - 0.898193359375 

K2/ δ) <<1 5.546875 101.100011000 ( βα )>>1 0.0419921875 

( K1 )<<1 1.62548828125 1.10100000001 ( α-1)<<2 - 2.521484375 

* [>>1 ] is scale down by 2; [ <<1 ] is scale up by 2; 

 

 5/3 filter has single inverse lifting step whereas 9/7 filter has 2 steps. As suggested by Barua et al.(2005) in 

order to avoid boundary arte facts, symmetric boundary extension or zero padding may be done. Symmetric 

boundary extension replicates the pixels at the boundary. Some architectures that may implement LWT are: the 

folded architectures by Wang et.al (2007) and Hsieh et.al emphasize cost and resource savings along with 

improvement in the hardware utilization. Pipelining is used in processing elements to reduce the 

 critical path and increase the throughput. But the latency in pipelining is high and more registers are 

needed. The flipping architecture proposed by Huang et.al (2004) involve reducing the critical length and 

minimizes the internal memory. Parallel Architectures using pipelining are proposed by Sung et.al (2006) and 

Xiong et.al (2007). The architecture proposed by Xiong et al has a performance which is a tradeoff among 
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hardware cost, throughput and output latency. By Folding coefficients are configured to avoid on chip memory. 

The architecture of Saed and Augustiawan (2009) has higher computational rate using pipelined data path for 

lossless 5/3 filters and lossy 9/7 filters. Higher efficiency, better computation rate and higher hardware 

utilization is achieved by parallel scan and process of 3 pixels in each cycle. At algorithmic level techniques like 

Canonic Signed Digit (CSD) representation, fast convolution, etc have been investigated.  

 

SPIHT: 

  
 

Fig. 5: Image compression system Fig. 6 Spatial orientation trees. 

 

 Said and Pearlman (1996) had formulated this efficient algorithm of ordering the magnitude of coefficients 

into hierarchial trees based on its significance. 

 After DWT, the sub-band coefficients are then grouped into correlated sets known as spatial orientation 

trees,. Most significant bit planes are encoded and other significant bit plane portions are progressively encoded. 

Three lists used are (i) list of insignificant pixels (LIP) – set of co-ordinates of coefficients with magnitude less 

than threshold (ii)list of significant pixels - set of co-ordinates of coefficients with greater magnitude than 

threshold (iii) list of insignificant set – set of descendants that are insignificant.The set of offspring (direct 

descendants) of a tree node, O (i, j), in the tree structures is defined by 4 pixel of location (i, j) at the same 

spatial location at the next finer level. The set of descendants, D (i, j), of a node is defined by pixel location (i, j) 

that are off springs of O(i, j). L (i, j) is defined as L (i, j) = D (i, j)-O (i, j). The threshold  

 T, for the first bit plane is equal to 2
n
 and n = log2 (max (i, j) {|c (i, j)|} Where c (i, j) represents the (i, j)th 

wavelet coefficient. All the wavelet coefficients are searched in order to obtain the maximum c (i, j) after DWT. 

For operations in the subsequent bit planes of threshold T, n is reduced by 1.For each pixel in the LIP, one bit is 

used to describe its significance. If it is not significant the pixel remains in the LIP and no more bits are 

generated; otherwise, a sign bit is produced and the pixel is moved to the LSP. Similarly, each set in the LIS 

requires one bit for the significance information. The insignificant sets remain in the LIS; the significant sets are 

partitioned into subsets, which are processed in the same manner and at the same resolution until each 

significant subset has exactly one coefficient. Finally, each pixel in the LSP is refined with one bit. The above 

mentioned procedure is then repeated for the subsequent resolution. 

 The architecture of SPIHT with arithmetic coder is suggested by Kai Liu, Evgeniy Belyaev and Jie Guo 

(2012). It consists of DWT, SPIHT using breadth first search, arithmetic coder using the range equations as 

given in equation (6), upper bound and lower bound updates with common bit detection etc. as given in figures 

7 to 10 below: 

 ;  

  ;  

 

             (6)  

 Where  is the wavelet transformed coefficient value at (i,j) in space and Significant state of set t at bit 

plane n is Sn(t)  

 

 
 

Fig. 7: leading bit checker (LBC) and bit follow check (BFC). 
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Fig. 8: Internal structure of arithmetic coder. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Common bit detector. 

 

 
 

Fig.10: update blocks. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Lifting DWT architecture. 
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Implementations: 

 For extracting the highly compacted coefficients from LWT, the architecture adopted by Dong-U Lee, Lok-

Won Kim(2012). Dong Lee and Won Kim (2012) has implemented LWT using Digit serial architecture that 

provides better area saving than direct mapped architecture. In this architecture input image is processed in 1-D 

column processor whose output is stored in buffer that transposes the data for row processor in the next run. Of 

the four sub bands got, LL band is stored back in the buffer for successive analysis. In Inverse transform reverse 

steps are Merge, update and predict and split. By reordering split coefficients image can be got. Implementation 

is done on Spartan FPGA devices. DWT Simulations are carried out using Xilinx navigator to check the 

correctness of process. Inputs data are generated through Matlab and the inverse process is checked using the 

same. Contribution to the existing system is the reduction in power in Arithmetic coder’s upper bound and lower 

bound calculators. Here carry select adders instead of carry look ahead adder is used as suggested by Ram 

Kumar and Harish (2012).  

 

Results: 

  
 

Fig.12: Utilisation summary of LWT                               Fig. 13: Snap shot of simulation of LWT. 

 

        
 

Fig.14: Utilisation summary of update blocks                          Fig. 15: simulation of update calculators 

 

Power analysis: 

        
Fig. 16: Existing low update block.                       Fig.17: High update block of existing system 
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Fig. 18: proposed low update block                                  Fig. 19: proposed high update block 

 

 
 

Fig. 20: simulation of arithmetic coder. 

 

Matlab simulation: 

  
 

Fig. 21: Input image  

 

 
Fig. 21: Forward LWT  
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Fig. 22: Inverse LWT. 

 

Discussion: 

 It is observed that lifting scheme is better than convolution. Though it has longer critical path, because of its 

computational simplicity LWT is used. Carry select adder occupies more area but works faster. Simulations 

were done using Xilinx project Navigator and modules were modeled using Verilog or VHDL. Power analysis 

done on update blocks of arithmetic coder shows that power is 40mw when carry select adder (CSA) is used 

whereas it is 42 mw with existing system using carry look ahead adder. 

 

Conclusion: 

 Power consumption of proposed system may be reduced with fast multipliers like modified Booth.  

 Area reduction in CSA is possible using EXOR logic. SPHIT uses much memory that can be reduced 

further using on the fly compressions. Other measures like PSNR, compression rate can be found as future 

work. 
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